
Mouse / Keyboard Events &
Anonymous Functions

Lecture 19



Announcements

• Hack110 - Friday, November 17th starting at 7pm ending at 7am!
• Encouraged if you're loving programming, doing well in 110, and considering 401

• Two variations of final projects:
• Standard 110 - A normal problem set assigned by default.

• Hack 110 - Those who attend can choose their own final project and get started on it.

• Next Worksheet – Out tomorrow, due next Wednesday 11/8.
• Will cover more on recursion and OOP.



Warm-up #1: Nested for Loop

• What is the output of the following code?

for (let i: number = 0; i < 2; i++) {
print("A");
for (let h: number = 0; h < 2; h++) {

print("B");
}
print("C");

}



Warm-up #2: What do you think the output is?
Assume the below code has no errors but does involve a concept we have not 
yet learned.

let a: number[] = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5];

let b: number [] = a.filter(function(n: number): boolean {
return n % 2 === 1;

});

print(b);



Anonymous Functions

• "A function has no name"

• Anywhere you can refer to a normal function 
by name, you can use an anonymous function
• Assign to function-type variables

• Pass to functions/methods as arguments
• Example: Array's filter in the PollEv question

• More generally in programming, these are 
often called "lambdas"

The girl has no name.
Game of Thrones



Follow along: Defining an anonymous function

• In lec19 / 00-anon-functions-app.ts

1. We'll first review how we've referred to functions by name in the 
past via a function variable and as an argument.

2. We'll redefine a function variable to be assigned an anonymous 
function.

3. We'll also look at an anonymous function that refers to a variable 
outside of its scope.



let p: Predicate<number> = isOdd;

let a: number[] = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5];

// TODO #1: Filter an array of some numbers by predicate p.
print(a.filter(p));

// TODO #2: Reassign p to be a an anonymous function.
p = function(n: number): boolean {

return n % 2 === 0;
};
print(a.filter(p));

// TODO #3: Filter with an anonymous function directly.
print(a.filter(function(n: number): boolean {

return n > 2;
}));



Anonymous Function Syntax & Uses

• Notice it's the same as a 
function but with no name.

• You can assign an anonymous 
function to a variable. Note: the 
closing semi-colon! It's just an 
assignment statement!

• You can pass an anonymous 
function as an argument.

function(<parameters>): <returnType> {
<body>

}

f = function(<parameters>): <returnType> {
<body>

};

Example use: assign to a function variable.

[1, 2, 3].map(function(n: number): number {
return n * 2;

});

Example use: assign to a function variable.



Anonymous functions are closures.

• Closure is a technical word for a simple, powerful idea:

Anonymous functions are able to use variables declared outside of 
its block... even after those variables are no longer in block scope.

• This is a super power of anonymous functions and is often used in 
building interactive web applications (which we're about to!)

• Let's look at an example.



// The f function variable is declared in the top block
let f: VoidFunction;

// Notice: We are establishing a new block!
{

// The variable a is defined inside of the block!
let a: number = 110;

// f is assigned an anonymous function. It is a closure
// because it refers to variable a, defined outside its block.
f = function(): void {

print(a);
};

}

f(); // This is OK! It causes 110 to print.
print(a); // Error! The variable a is accessible here.



Graphical User Interface (GUI)
Events



What happens when you click a button?
Press a key? Double tap an insta?

• A "event handler" inside of the app you're using gets called!

• An event handler is just a type of function that is registered to be called when a 
specific event occurs.
• Events: click, double click, mouse move, key down, key up, and so on.

• The MouseEvent and KeyboardEvent classes are standard in web browsers.
• Each has a list of properties describing the event ("what x coordinate did the click occur at?")
• You do not need to memorize these, they can be searched for as needed

interface MouseEventHandler {
(event: MouseEvent): void;

}

interface KeyboardEventHandler {
(event: KeyboardEvent): void;

}



The window Object

• Globally accessible variable built into all web browsers

• Represents the browser window
• Has some built-in properties (i.e. width, height) and capabilities (events)

• We'll use it to register callback functions for specific events like:
• onkeydown

• onkeyup

• onmousemove

• and many more



Our first KeyboardEventHandler!

• In lec19 / 01-events-script.ts

• After the first TODO, add the following code...

• This says "hey window, on the chance a key is pressed down, call this function"

• The KeyboardEvent parameter will have properties about the event such as: 
• what key was pressed (event.keyCode)? 
• Was the shift/control/etc key held down at the time?

window.onkeydown = function(event: KeyboardEvent): void {
print(event.keyCode);

};



Hands-on: Create a Circle and Move it onkeydown
• In the main function, after the scene variable is declared, but before the svgTag renders 

the scene:

1. Declare a variable of type Circle. Name it circle.

2. Initialize it to be a new Circle object with a radius of 30. Hint: Circle's constructor 
signature looks like this:

constructor(r: number, cx?: number, cy?: number)
// r is radius, cx is centerX, cy is centerY.

3. Add circle to the Group named scene: scene.add(circle);

4. In the onkeydown event handler, if the KeyboardEvent's keyCode is equal to 40, then 
increase circle's cy property by 20. Test by refreshing & pressing your down arrow key.

5. Check-in on PollEv.com/comp110 - Done? Try adding up/left/right arrow support.



let scene: Group = new Group();
let circle: Circle = new Circle(30, 100, 100);
scene.add(circle);
svgTag.render(scene);

// TODO: Register window Events
window.onkeydown = function(event: KeyboardEvent): void {

print(event.keyCode);
if (event.keyCode === 40) {

circle.cy += 20;
}

};



Follow-along: An onmousemove Event Handler

• Let's make the circle follow our mouse pointer!

• Mouse Events can tell you the coordinates, buttons depressed, etc.
• The clientX and clientY properties refer to the X, Y position of the mouse pointer 

in the window.

• Notice that these events are closures. The circle variable was declared 
outside of these anonymous functions. These anonymous functions are 
not being called upon until after the main function completes.

window.onmousemove = function(event: MouseEvent): void {
circle.cx = event.clientX;
circle.cy = event.clientY;

};



Can shapes have mouse events, too?
Yes!

Let's make a simple "Lite Brite" App



Game Plan

1. First, we'll establish some references to Color variables:
• unlit: 20% red, 20% green, 20% blue
• lit: 100% red, 100% green, 100% blue

2. Then, we'll use nested for loops to add a grid of circles to our scene Group
• Circles will have radius 5 and an initial fill of unlit
• It will be 20 x 20
• The counter variable names will be row and column
• The cx (center X) and cy (center Y) properties of each circle will be calculated based on 

our counter variables: cx = 10 * column, cy = 10 * row

3. Finally, we'll add an onclick handler to each Circle. The Circle will then be 
lit. (Fill property assigned lit color.)

4. Time permitting: we'll add a color picking palette.



Together: Let's declare our reference Colors

• Open 02-lite-brite-script.ts

• In the main function:

let scene: Group = new Group();

let unlit: Color = new Color(0.2, 0.2, 0.2);
let lit: Color = new Color(1, 1, 1);



Hands-on: Draw a 20x20 grid of lights
• After the color declarations, before the call to render:

1. Write a nested for loop
• Form reminder: for (let i: number = 0; i < n; i++) { ...
• Rather than i as a counter variable name, use: 

• row for the outer loop 
• column for inner loop

• Both loops should loop while counter is less than 20

2. Inside the innermost loop
• Declare a Circle variable named light.
• Initialize it with a radius of 5, cx of column * 10, cy of row * 10
• Set its fill property to be unlit
• Add it to the scene Group

3. Save & refresh and you should see a 20x20 grid of dark gray circles. Check-in!



for (let row: number = 0; row < 20; row++) {
for (let column: number = 0; column < 20; column++) {

let light: Circle = new Circle(5, column * 10, row * 10);
light.fill = unlit;
scene.add(light);

}
}



Hands-on: Add an  onmouseclick handler 
to each Circle
• After setting the fill property of light…

• Assign an anonymous function that satisfies the MouseEventHandler interface to 
light's onclick property

interface MouseEventHandler {
(event: MouseEvent): void;

}

• In the body of your anonymous function, change light's fill color to be lit.

• Refresh and try clicking your lights. They should turn white! Check-in when working.



let light : Circle = new Circle(5, column * 10, row * 10);
light.fill = unlit;
light.onclick = function(event: MouseEvent): void {

light.fill = lit;
};
scene.add(light);



Follow-along: Listening for onmouseover

• Rather than lighting up when clicked upon, why not when the mouse 
is over the light?

• We simply change onclick to onmouseover!

• If we wanted to, we could add an additional event handler for when 
the mouse leaves the shape by specifying what to do in the
onmouseout event.

• Instead, let's try making a color palette.



Option 1: We can add a keyboard shortcuts to 
change colors.
• We'll assign an anonymous KeyboardEventHandler function to window's 

onkeydown property again.

• Keys we'll target:
• r - keyCode is 82

• g - keyCode is 71

• b - keyCode is 66

• If the keyCode corresponds to r, we'll assign lit to be new Color(1, 0, 0) 
which is 100% red. We'll do the same for green and blue.



window.onkeydown = function(event: KeyboardEvent): void {
if (event.keyCode === 66) {

lit = new Color(0, 0, 1);
} else if (event.keyCode === 71) {

lit = new Color(0, 1, 0);
} else if (event.keyCode === 82) {

lit = new Color(1, 0, 0);
}

};



Option 2: We can add clickable color regions.

• What if we setup some Rectangle "swatch" objects outside of our grid?

• We could assign a fill color to each.

• Then, we could add a click handler specific to these Rectangles that
would reassign lit to be the color of the Rectangle that was clicked on.

• Let's try it!



let redSwatch: Rectangle = new Rectangle(20, 20, -5, -25);
redSwatch.fill = new Color(1, 0, 0);
redSwatch.onclick = function(event: MouseEvent): void {

lit = redSwatch.fill;
};
scene.add(redSwatch);

let greenSwatch: Rectangle = new Rectangle(20, 20, 20, -25);
greenSwatch.fill = new Color(0, 1, 0);
greenSwatch.onclick = function(event: MouseEvent): void {

lit = greenSwatch.fill;
};
scene.add(greenSwatch);


